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KEY FIGURES

The FRAIKIN Group in 2017
A growing company

683

€

million

worldwide turnover

+3%

compared to 2016

+25

15

financial partners
demonstrate their continuing
confidence in us

locations
in Europe
and the Middle East

A local partner

2,800
people

180

workshops
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Public works and
environment

Transport and logistics

Cold

Special transport

+58,000 7,000
vehicles

customers
in four sectors
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OUR PROFILE

Who are we?
OUR
MISSION

OUR
BUSINESS
A leader in commercial and industrial
truck rentals in Europe, and pioneer
in intelligent sub-contracting and fleet
management services,
FRAIKIN constantly innovates and
adapts to help its customers
meet their customers’
requirements.

Providing our customers
with services and solutions
for commercial
and industrial vehicles,

OUR
VISION

thus allowing them
to concentrate on their
core business.

As wealth, the globalisation
of trade and urbanisation increase,
the demand for safer, faster and
greener transport and mobility services
continues to grow.
That’s why companies need a local partner
who is able to provide them with
appropriate vehicles and services,
cleverly combining human expertise
and technology.
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OUR
AMBITION
To establish ourselves as
the preferred partner and
innovative leader in fleet
management.
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EDITORIAL

A

s wealth, the globalisation of trade and urbanisation
increase, the demand for safer, faster and greener
transport and mobility services continues to grow. As a
leading company in Europe in the rental of commercial
and industrial trucks and a pioneer in intelligent sub-contracting
and fleet management services, we are committed to supporting our
customers to help them make their fleets more environmentally friendly and control their risks on the road.
INNOVATION IS WHAT DRIVES US
Commercial and heavy goods vehicles will remain essential for several
years yet for transporting goods over relatively short distances and
for reaching areas difficult to access by any other means:
the European Commission has recognised that these vehicles will
continue to play an important role in the future, due to their
flexibility. But this mode of transport has to become
even more economical, in terms of the fuel it
uses, and less polluting.
By increasing the proportion of commercial
and industrial vehicles that comply with
Euro VI from year to year, by progressively
integrating alternative, electric and
NGV power trains into our fleet to meet
specific objectives and so helping our
customers adapt their fleet to their
needs, we have a role to play.
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Responsibility,

To meet the triple challenge of
audacity, expertise,
climate change, air quality and
urban congestion, we are
reliability: our behaviour
working in close cooperation with
is based on these four values,
manufacturers, coach builders
shared by our
and equipment manufacturers,
in order to put the most relevant
2,800 employees.”
new technologies on the market.
Faced with the great complexity of
equipment, as a rental company
PIERRE-LOUIS COLIN
and specifier, we have an important
Chief Executive Officer
advisory role for our customers and, as
FRAIKIN Group
a responsible company, the ability to put
clean vehicles on the road.
OUR STRENGTH, THE MEN AND WOMEN THAT ARE FRAIKIN
By re-defining our positioning (as shown by our new logo), we have
made a certain number of promises - reliability, responsibility, expertise
and audacity. Promises with which we are all the more comfortable
because they are the daily concern of everyone in the company, meeting
commitments and adopting responsible behaviour, acting fairly and
honestly. These moral values make sense at FRAIKIN because they are
complied with each individual and by us all. Partners who have trusted us for many years know how devoted our employees are to their
customers. Expertise and commitment are intimately linked in everything the company does in every country where FRAIKIN is present.
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GOVERNANCE

Our
executive committee
PIERRE-LOUIS COLIN
Chief Executive Officer

ALAIN-FRANÇOIS PIALAT
Group Human Resources and
Communications Director

ELISABETH
PRIGENT-OLAUSSEN
Head of Group Legal and
Insurances

LAURENT PROUST
Managing Director
of FRAIKIN France
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JEAN-LUC LOUBET
Group Information Systems
Director

MARTI BATALLE
Managing Director
of Fraikin Alquiler
(Spain)

PHILIPPE CUOC
Head of Group Procurement
& Supply Chain

ED COWELL
Managing Director of
Fraikin Limited (UK)

ALEXANDRE PERRIN
Group Deputy Finance
Director

OLIVIER FOSSION
International Chief Operating Officer
for Benelux, Switzerland, Germany,
Italy, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Poland,
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungarytor
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OUR BUSINESS

The customer
at the heart
of our
model

Here’s
what they think...
FINANCING
Long-term rental

Jordi Pau, Vehicle Fleet Manager,
DB Schenker, Spain.

Medium-term rental
Short-term rental
Financing and leasing
Rental with driver
Buy-back/Rent-back

DESIGN
AND SERVICES
FRAIKIN engineering
department
Partnerships with manufacturers
and coach builders
Fleet audit
innovations
Telematics

FLEET
MANAGEMENT
Fleet management

À la carte maintenance
Maintenance plan

FRAIKIN is a strategic partner, in tune with our
objectives. They allow us to concentrate on our
logistics business and on our customers and to
be sure of the excellence of our processes,
without having to worry about vehicles. We are
committed to a long-term partnership, which
needs a high degree of adaptability from
FRAIKIN and real flexibility in a market that is
constantly changing.

Regis Dupont-Rougier,
Major Accounts Sales
Man Truck & Bus.

A partnership relationship is, above all, one
based on confidence and the long term. What
we want, above all, as a manufacturer and
supplier, is to provide FRAIKIN with our
know-how, day after day, so that our
relationship lasts as long as possible.

Olivier Regnault,
Chairman of Regnault Carrosserie.

To qualify the partnership between FRAIKIN
and Regnault, I would highlight the osmosis
which occurs between the engineering
department, sales staff and buyers, to obtain an
end product that is perfect and which meets
the customer’s needs.
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PART 1 /
SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

Our business
places us at the heart of
issues linked to air quality
and climate change.
Through innovation and
service we help our
customers to meet their
own commitments.”
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KEY FIGURES

PART 1 / SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

The FRAIKIN Group fleet in detail
6,000

Vehicle fleet

vehicles under fleet
management

58,000

52,000

of the fleet comprising
Euro VI / Euro 6 and
Euro 6 b vehicles

directly owned vehicles

Distribution by country

Vehicles broken down by
alternative energy source

100% of the fleet

67%
2,431

POLAND

75%

UNITED KINGDOM

4,567

BENELUX

alternative
energy
vehicles

Spain
Poland
Other countries

Compressed/
Liquefied natural gas
Biofuel
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Electricity
Hybrid
LPG

Number
of vehicles

51%

260

94%

81

HUNGARY

98%

297

SLOVAKIA

144

SWITZERLAND

128

SAUDI
ARABIA

50%

39%

266

GERMANY

RUSSIA
France
United Kingdom

343

CZECH
REPUBLIC
ITALY

1%
8%
18.5 %
35.5 %
37 %

10 986

32%
4,023

SPAIN

675

vehicles
with on-board
telematics

Distribution by country
FRANCE

5%
5.8 %
10.8 %
16.5 %
61.9 %

+ 15,000

47%

Proportion
of Euro VI/
total for the
country fleet

86%
35%
31%

0
0%
0
0%
0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000
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CHALLENGES

PART 1 / SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

Understanding the issues involved
in sustainable transport
Through its core business, FRAIKIN is positioned at the centre of the issues involved
in the environmental transition and urban congestion. A stakeholder in the transport
sector, the Group is a participant in national and European working groups.
LORRIES: A KEY ROLE IN
EUROPEAN TRANSPORT
The European Union has recognised that the
optimum use of various transport modes in
combination with others (co-modality) is one of the
cornerstones of a competitive, sustainable transport
network in Europe(1). Therefore, even though transport
by rail, sea or river is encouraged, road transport will
continue to play a dominant role in goods logistics. The
flexibility of road infrastructures is an advantage,
especially since it is estimated that 85% of all goods
transported by road are carried for a distance of less than
150 km.

RENTALS: A TOOL AIMED AT
IMPROVING AIR QUALITY
By supplying companies with lorries adapted to their
transport needs – sudden surge in business, replacement
vehicles -the heavy goods rental sector contributes to
reducing the necessary number of vehicles by 10%. Fewer
vehicles on the roads means less atmospheric pollution
and urban congestion. In addition, rental companies
participate actively in renewing their vehicle fleets on the

road. These new light commercial vehicles and heavy
vehicles, fitted with the latest engine technologies, and
increasingly using alternative fuels, participate in
achieving air quality objectives. Studies also show that the
proper maintenance of these latest generation vehicles
significantly reduces fuel consumption, accounting for 18
tonnes of CO2 emissions saved per vehicle.

A COMMITTED
PARTICIPANT IN PROFESSIONAL
ORGANISATIONS
In the various countries where it has a presence,
FRAIKIN is an active member of professional
associations.
The Group is an associate in the reflections of
Leaseurope for the responsible promotion of industrial
rental vehicles.
In France, these commitments are long term with TLF
(Union des entreprises de transport et logistique de
France), Transfigoroute and also Certibruit and
(AFGNV) in 2017, demonstrating FRAIKIN’s interest in
this alternative fuel.
__In Spain, FRAIKIN has established solid partnerships
with AER, the Spanish vehicle rentals
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Changes to long-distance goods transport
in Europe (per mode of transport)
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

+79%
+43%
+39%
2015

Railways

Long distance
transport is
changing, whatever
the mode, to
meet the global
increase in demand.

2030

Road transport

Navigable waterways

association, and AECOC, the powerful Spanish
association for manufacturers and distributors. It also
participates in the work of GASNAM (promotion of
natural gas) and the Autogas cluster (LPG).
In the United Kingdom, FRAIKIN is a member of the
FTA (Freight Transport Association).
In Poland, FRAIKIN joined SKFS, an association of
fleet managers representing
90% of the Polish leasing market in 2017.
In Belgium, FRAIKIN is a member of Renta,
the Belgian Vehicle Leasing Federation.
(1) Source Leaseurope, The Road To 2050
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THE VEHICLE FLEET

PART 1 / SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

Dynamic sustainable vehicle management
A company seen as a reference in the heavy goods sector, FRAIKIN favours replacing its vehicles frequently. The impact of new European
environmental standards is being felt more quickly within the Group than the average in the European market.
OPTIMISATION
OF THE VEHICLE FLEET

Through its rental activities and associated
fleet analysis services (FRAIKIN Business
Solution), the FRAIKIN Group optimises the
vehicle fleet on the road and contributes to
reducing overall fuel consumption and
associated polluting emissions.

customers, 160 Euro VI refrigerated vehicles
were acquired in 2016 and 100 vehicles and
100 Euro VI panel vans and hydraulic vehicles
joined the fleet in 2017.

ADOPTING CLEAN
TECHNOLOGIES

To address ecological issues and

traffic restrictions imposed by some major
towns and regions (see the setting up of
restricted traffic zones in France on 1 January
2017¡), customers are promised clean
alternatives that will set them apart. FRAIKIN
includes more and more hybrid, electric and
gas vehicles in its fleet. At the end of 2017,
the FRAIKIN Group was operating 250 CNG

and 124 electric vehicles. For traditional
engines, the Group proposes efficient
consumption vehicles: robotic gearbox,
start and stop systems, aerodynamic
deflectors, etc.).

QUICK FLEET
TURNAROUND

At the end of 2017, 42% of the FRAIKIN
fleet met the most recent European standards:
Euro 6 or Euro 6b for light vehicles, Euro VI
for heavy goods vehicles. Vehicles prior to
Euro V amount to only 7% of the fleet. 3,500
vehicles meeting the most recent standards
joined the FRAIKIN fleet during 2017 and
6,000 vehicles older than Euro V were
removed from the fleet. France alone accounts
for 62% of the Group fleet. Thanks to the
regular renewal of the FRAIKIN fleet, France
now has almost half the Group’s vehicles in
Euro 6 / Euro VI (see details on p.9¡). By way of
example, as part of its Flexitime campaigns,
dedicated to short and medium duration
rentals and taking the strain off long-term

The three lives of FRAIKIN vehicles
The FRAIKIN Group anticipates its
vehicles’ second life, as soon as it
purchases them. After an initial long-term
contract, vehicles are offered for short or
medium term rental. After seven or eight
years of service, the FRAIKIN fleet
vehicles are sold on the pre-owned
vehicles market (third life). The effect of
this management method is that it
maintains the FRAIKIN fleet at the best
environmental level.
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1st LIFEIi

4 OR 5 YEARS
is the average for a
long-term rental

2 nd LIFEIi

18 MONTHS TO 2 YEARSI
the short and medium
duration

3 rd LIFEIi

Re-sale of
pre-owned
vehicles
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BEST PRACTICES

PART 1 / SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

Practical responses for our private
and public partners
How can we reconcile the economic necessity of transporting goods and people as close as possible to where they
need to be with the growing concern for air quality and the peace and quiet of local residents? As its response, FRAIKIN
invests its expertise in improving the environmental performance of its customers’ fleets.

A vehicle suitable for collecting
town centre household waste
Like most town centres in Europe, Berlin
has districts with narrow streets.
That is what led FRAIKIN to recommend
to BSR, the company collecting waste in the
German capital, that it should equip itself with
Renault Trucks D Access vehicles. Intended for
use in an urban environment, this vehicle is
2.29 m wide. Its automatic gearbox, adapted
for use with household waste bins, switches
into neutral every time the vehicle stops.
In additional its lowered cab simplifies
operators’ daily work. ‘‘Compact and very
powerful at the same time, it was the ideal
vehicle for Berlin’s narrow streets,’’ says
the manager of the BSR fleet.

Eco-driving,
the winning bet

“Pay as you drive”
for heavy goods vehicles

Eco-driving has the double advantage of
reducing fuel consumption and improving
road safety. In Saudi Arabia, where loss
levels are high, FRAIKIN suggested that its
major accounts should organise a
competition to encourage drivers to drive
more slowly. Winners are announced every
three months and the winner receives a
bonus. Data are sent back via the telematic
devices that are fitted to all the rental
vehicles in the country. The data allow
FRAIKIN to present an objective report on
consumption, the number of kilometres
travelled, average speeds, accidents, etc.
That information is also used to set
rental charges.

Under the name ‘‘EK-Rent1’’ FRAIKIN
introduced a variable pricing model in
Germany, based on actual kilometres
travelled by rental vehicles. Invoicing is
based on a standard monthly rental (less than
under a traditional contract) and the cost of
kilometres travelled, calculated according to
data supplied by telematics. The advantage:
with a standard contract, the customer must
be able to predict the number of kilometres a
vehicle will travel during the entire duration
of the contract with 93% accuracy, if excess
costs are to be avoided; with EK-Rent, it can
adjust the rental costs as close as possible to
its level of business.
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Going the last few km with
sensitive products
Accessing town centres, including
restricted areas, is a major issue for
Biologistic, a subsidiary of Chronopost
which delivers pharmaceutical and blood
products and also transports organs.
In association with Gruau, FRAIKIN
designed and constructed 70 tri-temperature
vehicles, on a Euro6 light vehicle base, for
which it provides maintenance. Conforming
to standard NF X15.140 and certified
CertiCold Pharma, this conversion
represents a first in Europe for vehicles of
this size. An innovation which meets the
most demanding standards in the sector
while providing last-kilometre delivery.

(1) EK = Echte Kilometer : real kilometres
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BEST PRACTICES

PART 1 / SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

FOCUS
3

1

5

A unique solution for recovering
kitchen waste
FRAIKIN and the logistics company Martin Brower have been working
for many years to optimise the vehicle fleet. Wishing to develop a

system for collecting kitchen waste from restaurants integrated
into delivery lorries, Martin Brower called on the creativity of
FRAIKIN personnel. With support from several partners, including the

coach builder Chéreau for the design of the tank, a highly innovative
solution was developed. Its strong point: a vacuum tank, underneath the
lorry, which sucks in the waste without having to switch on the vehicle’s
engine. The noise associated with the procedure is thus reduced and
complies with the Certibruit charter and Piek accreditation. Kitchen
waste recovered in this way is then transformed into biogas,
contributing to the creation of a virtuous loop for energy and
environmental transition.

1 Kitchen waste tank
2 26 t Iveco NGV rigid running on

BioNGV

3 Multiplexed
multi-temperature


Chéreau body to facilitate delivery
operations

6 Allison
automatic gearbox with a


power take-off adapted to driving
an electrical generator

7 Dhollandia
tailgate lift


(information collected from
deliveries, the load on board,
electrical consumption, etc.)

4 Kitchen
waste recovery device


operating in vacuum suction mode

5 Operating
from a generator driven


7

4

6

2

by a pump and hydraulic motor for
silent operation
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INNOVATION

PART 1 / SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY

Innovations tested before
being recommended
In the light of new technologies and the growing interest in alternative energies,
FRAIKIN has a duty to support its customers in the energy transition in a reasoned
way, making enlightened choices without pre-conceived ideas.
PROMOTING SAFETY
ON THE ROAD
Several months before it was launched commercially,
FRAIKIN personnel tested the new Man TGE,
a commercial vehicle available in several body styles.
The many driver assistance and safety systems available
on this goods vehicle have caught the attention of
specialists, including the standard emergency braking
system, assistance with staying in lane above
65 kph, and also the cameras, radar and sensors that
alert drivers to obstacles. FRAIKIN firmly believes that its
mission include making vehicles much safer.

BRAKE...
IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY!
FRAIKIN is the first company in UK to use a rigid
lorry fitted with KERS (Kinetic Energy Recovery System),
a braking system which recovers part of the kinetic
energy generated by braking to provide traction power.
The tests were conducted on a 12-tonne Iveco Eurocargo.
Based on a programme of six stops in six kilometres, they
exceeded expectations in terms of consumption. KERS is
particularly suitable for urban distribution or collecting

waste: the more the brakes are used, the more power
they have. This system is a major advance in the
operation of lorries in towns, offering significant fuel
savings, and reducing emissions at the same time.

MAKING PEOPLE AWARE
OF THE ENERGY TRANSITION

The growing interest in alternative energies
(electric, hybrids, CNG, LNG) and the broadening of
offerings from manufacturers has led FRAIKIN to analyse
these new solutions in FRAIKIN Lab. New models are
tested to acquire real knowledge, independently of
manufacturers. FRAIKIN sees awareness of the energy
transition as part of an overall thought process: adopting
a new energy generates changes in schedules for rounds,
driving and possibly infrastructures, which need to be
taken into consideration. Moreover, thanks to the
progress made by diesel engines through the Euro VI
standard, industrial diesel vehicles remain serious
candidates for most uses: emissions of nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and fine particles (PM10¡) were actually reduced by
92% between 2001 and 2014 (put another way, 10 Euro VI
lorries together now emit what one lorry did when the
Euro standards were introduced).
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Two NGV demonstrator lorries
Aware that, at this time, NGV is the economical and
ecological solution best suited to an energy transition,

FRAIKIN decided to accelerate its development in
this sector. The Group acquired two demonstration

vehicles, one of them refrigerated, on an IVECO Daily
(CNG) chassis. These 3.5t GVW rigids can be tested by
customers (free of charge for one week), invited to take
part in this full-scale test by completing a questionnaire at
the end of the test. FRAIKIN now offers a complete range
of NGV vehicles, from a light commercial through to a
semi-trailer tractor.
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PART 2 /
PEOPLE

Being close to
our customers, knowing
their business, their
imperatives and their
constraints:
it’s our way of helping them
to concentrate on their
business and we are
proud to assist.”
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GROUP HR FIGURES

PART 2 / PEOPLE

How the Group’s headcount
breaks down
Total headcount

FRAIKIN Group figures
as at 31 December 2017

Breakdown

2,820

by function, %
44%
6% Drivers
4.2% Preparation technicians
3.3% Shippers
11.2% Administrative staff
13.5% Sales

Headcount breakdown by country

17.8% Management

Belgium
Luxembourg

0

Netherlands

10

Germany

Poland

by gender

Czech
Republic

Hungary

Switzerland

More than 2,000

30

40

by type of employment
contract

Slovakia

France

France: 2 066
United Kingdom: 307
Spain: 167
Poland: 118
Belgium: 33
Czech Republix: 21

20

50

Russia

United
Kingdom

Spain

Workshop

Fixed term
contract

3.4 %

Italy

Saudi Arabia: 19
Slovakia : 16
Germany: 14
Switzerland: 12
Italy: 12

Luxembourg: 12
Hungary: 9
Russia: 7
The Netherlands: 2
FRAIKIN Supply: 5

Between 100 and 300

Between 10 and 50
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Saudi
Arabia

for

8 men
2 women
on average

(Group excluding Greenfields)

Job Training

Permanent
contract

96.6 %

96.6%

permanent contracts

(France, Spain,
United Kingdom and Poland)

18 hours
on average
per employee
in 2017

Fewer than 10
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TRAINING

PART 2 / PEOPLE

Supporting professional performance,
improving skills within the business
Since it works in trades where there is reportedly a shortage of mechanics, FRAIKIN decided to
develop its own training systems. Its active training policy aims at both qualifications and
developing its employees’ skills.
TRAINING PLAN
FOR EVERYONE
It is the FRAIKIN Group’s social
responsibility to provide maximum support
to its employees throughout their careers, to
encourage personal and professional
development. Considered to be a real
performance driver, continuous professional
training is supported by significant investment
(2.97% of the payroll in France). The training
plan covers compulsory training (renewal of
driving licences and accreditations) and
training linked to the introduction of new tools
or procedures. One section is devoted to the
induction of new arrivals (induction courses
for sales people and administrative staff).
Employee career interviews are the
opportunity to identify needs and offer each
person a bespoke training plan.

APPRENTICESHIPS
IN THE UK

In the United Kingdom, FRAIKIN has
designed the Business Support
Apprenticeship programme. Every apprentice

has the opportunity to find out about the
different departments within the company and
to be involved in projects that are critical to
customers. Lasting 18 months, the programme
started in January 2018 and runs at FRAIKIN’s
UK head office in Coventry.
It will culminate with the award of a level 3
diploma in customer care. At the same time,
the company continues its support for level 2
and 3 apprentice technicians.
The programme is based on training at the
work station, supported by a company mentor
and courses and practical workshops at
Northampton College.

IRTEC: A PASSPORT TO
EMPLOYABILITY
Convinced that such a qualification could
have an extremely positive impact on the
value proposition and its credibility in the
sector, FRAIKIN supported its 74 technicians
in the UK with their IRTEC level 2
evaluation. This certificate, which testifies to
the holder’s technical skills, is recognised at
a national level in the field of industrial and
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commercial vehicle maintenance. A real
employability passport in the United
Kingdom.

THE TRADES SCHOOL,
THE CENTRAL PILLAR OF
TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Faced with shortages in properly trained
employees in industrial vehicle maintenace in
France, FRAIKIN created its own Trades School.
Oriented towards mechanical disciplines, it
welcomed 39 trainees on block release in 2017.
This initiative allows it to have its own source of
qualified and motivated technicians. Most of
those recruited under these career development
contracts are working towards a BTS in vehicle
Maintenance and after-sales. Partnership
agreements have been signed with companies
located near the branches to strengthen the
Group’s ‘local’ credentials. In the FRAIKIN spirit
of mutual assistance and solidarity, support is
offered to help with transport and
accommodation. Goal: to convert these block
release trainees into permanent contracts on
completion of training.

47,500
3,540
hours of training

sent on training courses
(scope: France, Spain, United
Kingdom and Poland)

38

trainees on block
release at the FRAIKIN
trades school in France
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OUR EMPLOYEES

PART 2 / PEOPLE

Focus on FRAIKIN’s businesses

CUSTOMER
RELATIONS AND
OPERATIONS

WORKSHOP

Workshop
Supervisor

Mechanic

Sales
representative/
engineer

Allocates the
human, technical and
organisational resources in
the workshop to ensure
that the work done
meets customer
requirements

Preventive and corrective
maintenance on vehicles and
equipment in compliance
with safety rules (cold,
hydraulics, electrical,
mechanical, etc.)

Operations
manager

Team leader

Optimisation of customer
vehicle fleet management
with a view to fluidity and
quality, compliance with
contractual commitments

Growing the branch
prospecting for customers
potential in the field,
preparing sales
proposals

Day-to-day commercial
relations, service and
optimising rental and
leasing contracts

Supervision of workshop
teams and work
organisation, vehicle
troubleshooting, as
needed

Branch manager

Bodywork mechanic

Preventive and corrective
work on bodywork (removing
dents, replacing parts,
painting, welding
and sheet metalwork)

Refrigeration
technician

Maintenance and repair of
vehicle refrigeration units,
equipment analysis and
troubleshooting
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Management and
coordination of all branch
functions (workshop, sales
and operations), following
the Group’s rules and
complying with safety rules

Customer sevice
manager

Driver

Provisioning
manager

Loading and driving
industrial vehicles rented
by our customers, /
delivery to customers

Technical relations with
customers in the context of
preventive maintenance, the
link between the workshop
and customers (receiving and
returning vehicles)
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DEVELOPMENT

PART 2 / PEOPLE

Supporting employee
development and mobility
FRAIKIN’s management style is based on responsibility given to local teams at a national and branch level.
Initiatives aimed at developing managerial skills and promoting mobility.
during the year and will take modules 2
and 3 throughout 2018, contributing
towards creating a common and consistent
framework for all managers.
1,022 hours of development were
devoted to this programme in 2017.

locations for the Group internationally.
Two young volunteers enjoyed the benefits
of this practice in 2017, under contract
to Business France as part of the French
government’s in-company overseas
volunteer programme.

One volunteer, mainly technical, is based
in Saudi Arabia with the operations part of
the subsidiary and the other is oriented
towards sales development for the Swiss
subsidiary. A third contract should be
concluded in 2018 for Italy.

INTERNATIONAL
MOBILITY

Managers’ programme creativity session.

LAUNCH OF
MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT
FRAIKIN PROGRAMME
Being a manager has to be learned!
Started in May 2017, the Management
Development Programme (MDP) aims to
help English managers to do their jobs.
Three modules, entitled ‘‘Managing a
difficult situation’’, ‘‘Being professional’’
and ‘‘Awareness of financial aspects’’, were
custom designed by international staff. All
British managers completed module 1

As part of its international mobility
programme, FRAIKIN gives each of its
employees the opportunity to develop
greater expertise, prepare for management
positions, or international postings.
To support international growth and
introduce the Group’s culture and
processes to new subsidiaries, there’s
nothing like seconding one of its executives
(see the example opposite).

EXPORT
ASSIGNMENTS

Technical or sales support
assignments, overseas volunteer work In-company international volunteering has
been adopted by FRAIKIN to support new
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Paris - Moscow - Riyadh
Joining FRAIKIN in 2015 as an international auditor, Guillaume de Loisy
first of all created the financial division for the Russian subsidiary,
before becoming finance director of FRAIKIN in Saudi Arabia at the
end of 2017. ‘‘Since our business was growing very quickly there, it
became a matter of urgency to structure the financial function to
ensure the subsidiary’s harmonious development.’’
Unum
con vicoma,
stiam res!
It has now extended its perimeter to
the United
Arab Emirates,
where FRAIKIN opened a subsidiarySertuus
in early vesuamprae
2018. Complying with a
consulem esignat.
country’s operating rules, especially in relations with banks, working in
a joint venture (obligatory for a foreign group in Saudi Arabia), knowing how to work in
a changing environment but also understanding and adapting to local mentalities and
culture: so many qualities and skills that must be demonstrated in a foreign subsidiary.
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

PART 2 / PEOPLE

Deriving value from business expertise:
the Top Tech Challenge

Our employees’ technical
expertise is part of the Group’s
DNA and brings considerable
added value to our customers.”

All FRAIKIN technicians in France were invited to take part in the Top Tech Challenge 2017,
a competition which values excellence and technical expertise in terms of skills but also
methods and safety. The Group’s partners contributed to the success of the final by
making vehicles available for the tests and being on the juries.

ALAIN-FRANÇOIS PIALAT
Group HR and Communications
Director
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

PART 2 / PEOPLE

Health and safety at work:
raising standards
FRAIKIN takes employee health and safety very seriously.
Actions taken in recent years are started to show results.

FOCUS
Always going further for safety
Since 2014, FRAIKIN Spain has been certified to OHSAS 18001, a health and safety
at work management standard. In this way the company controls its risks by being
certain that it complies with current legislation. In 2017, two actions were taken:
emergency exercises were conducted to prepare employees for any fire that might
occur and first aid training was provided. As a result, rapid and effective responses
can be brought to anyone injured.

FRAIKIN sees a consistent fall
in its number of accidents (France)
A PROGRESS
APPROACH
The Training, Health and Safety
department was created in late 2015, in
order to give some structure to the health
and safety at work approach in the French
branch network. Among the first things it
did: an improvement to the way accidents are
followed up and the introduction of safety
audits and stricter instructions. These audits
are conducted in a spirit of continuous
improvement and aim to ensure that work

instructions are properly applied by
employees and all management. Particular
attention is paid to PPE (personal
protection equipment). In 2017, FRAIKIN
improved in its approach to safety by
adopting the causes tree and 5M
methodology to get a better idea of how
accidents are caused. In order to prevent
risks at work, an inventory of the chemicals
used in workshops was carried out (SDSs
updated) and substitutes were found for
hazardous products.
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10,000

7,805

No. of days off work

2,967

1,000

147

109

100

34.7

1.92
1.52

0
2014

Frequency*
Seriousness**

36,.13
10

No. of accidents resulting in time off work

2015

2016

* Frequency (TF) = (no. of first regulation accidents
/hours worked) x 1,000,000
** Seriousness (TG) = (no. of says lost through
temporary incapacity/hours work) x 1,000 (INRS
definition)

2017
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SOCIAL COMMITMENT

PART 2 / PEOPLE

Our commitments as citizens
Support for associations, contributions to charities, sponsorship of skills, sports sponsorship:
either as individuals or in the name of the company, FRAIKIN’s men and women engage with
their fellow citizens.
SOLIDARITY WITH THE
MOST DISADVANTAGED
In the United Kingdom, FRAIKIN’s men
and women do not miss any opportunity
to participate in collections organised by
charities. In 2018, several hundred pounds
were collected for ‘‘Save the Children’’, the
‘‘Poppy Appeal’’ and the ‘‘Lullaby Trust»».
The company adds its contribution to these
personal donations. Similarly,
FRAIKIN provides unconditional support

for Banc dels Aliments in Barcelona.
By providing the food bank with a small
refrigerated lorry (for which it provides free
maintenance and repairs), FRAIKIN makes
it possible to distribute highly nutritional
products to distribution centres in the
region. The Spanish subsidiary also
contributes to AIDS medical research.
(People in Red) and various illnesses (TV3
Marathon) and to children at risk of social
exclusion, through its collaboration with
REIR. In France, a dynamic partnership

with the ‘‘Pour la Vie’’ association has
been set up. This association uses
recycled mobile phones to finance its
work. Thanks to the collection of 443
phones over the 2016/2017 period, the
dreams of three children with Duchenne
muscular dystrophy came true and
children who are beneficiaries of the
association received Christmas gifts.

SUPPORT FOR
TOP LEVEL SPORT

In Spain, the name of FRAIKIN has been
associated for several years with the
Granollers men’s handball team in
Catalonia, FRAIKIN BM Granollers, which
plays in the European Cup.
In France, activities are aimed at motor
sports. Vehicles with the FRAIKIN logo can
be seen around Formula-E circuits
(Invalides, Paris) and the Grand Prix de Pau,

FRAIKIN supports the local handball team
of Granollers (Barcelona), which is also
one of the best in Europe.

where the Group has invited some special
customers. In Poland, FRAIKIN is the
logistics partner of the Tour de Pologne UCI,
the major cycling event in the country.

FRAIKIN is one of the official partners of
the Harrow half marathon, which is run in
the historical London suburb of Harrow
(to the north-west of London).
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PART 3 /
PRACTICES

Trust and
permanence are at
the heart of the relations
that FRAIKIN wishes
to maintain with its
internal and external
stakeholders.”
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PURCHASING

PART 3 / PRACTICES

Partnership relations
with our suppliers

They tell
their story...

FRAIKIN takes social and environmental issues into account in its purchasing
policy, and continuously improves its relations with suppliers.
A RESPONSIBLE
PURCHASING
POLICY
Manufacturers, coach builders,
equipment manufacturers but also logistics
companies, collection and recycling
companies, manufacturers of washing
gantries and spare parts distributors:
FRAIKIN coordinates an entire eco-system
of suppliers both up and downstream
of supplying vehicles to its customers.
To strengthen its economic social
and environmental performance, an
increasing part of its purchasing is
centralised, negotiated and monitored
at Group Purchasing Division level.
On a social level: contracts include clauses
guaranteeing that suppliers and their
sub-contractors comply with the (French)
Labour Code in particular with regard to
undeclared work and foreign workers - and
that they meet all their legal obligations to

At the suppliers’ awards,
FRAIKIN joined with its strategic
partners. A few comments from the
2017 prize ceremony.
Claire Cano-Houllier, co-founder of

On an environmental level,
the centralisation of certain purchasing
functions allows FRAIKIN to ensure that
products used in workshops do indeed
meet current environmental standards.
The crucial points are tyres, oils,
batteries and paint.
The purchasing policy thus contributes
to FRAIKIN’s compliance with the body

of national and European rules.
In Spain, FRAIKIN has gone a step
further in its approach to ethics
by producing an annual criminal
risks prevention report.
This criminal compliance
programme guarantees to its
customers that the company is
running its business transparently.

The example of paint purchases
Since March 2017, a Group contract has been made
available to workshops in France, Belgium and Luxembourg
for the purchase of paint products. This decision was taken to
ensure that the quality of paint purchased complied with
environmental standards set by the automotive industry, particularly on the
composition of solvents and their VOC content.
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Expedicar (Prize for Innovation),
“It’s a strong message that FRAIKIN
sends to its suppliers. We have
always thought of ourselves more
as a partner than a provider of a service.
That has been re-affirmed today!”

Jérôme Chabrol, PDG
Safety Kleen (sustainable
development prize)
“delighted that our approach
and our solution has been noticed
and recognised by FRAIKIN’s management
as something truly innovative and
something consistent with their policy.”
Jean-Pierre Tomasina,

Chairman of groupe Todd
(Prize for operational excellence)
“We are very happy to have been able
to support FRAIKIN for more than
15 years. It is a very fine French
company with a special economic
system which they have spread
to other countries.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

PART 3 / PRACTICES

Listen and advise our customers on
sustainable development
At FRAIKIN the attention paid to customers is not simply rhetoric or politics. It’s the way we are,
the way all employees live every day, in head offices, branches and workshops.
KNOWING OUR
CUSTOMERS SO THAT
WE CAN GIVE THEM
BETTER ADVICE
Controlling fuel consumption is a subject
much talked about by FRAIKIN customers.
Most major accounts have agreements with oil
companies and their choice of vehicles takes
this into account. However, for one of its
customers in Geneva, FRAIKIN took the
opposite position after analysing their real
needs. In this case, after observing that the
truck to be replaced (a 3.5 t Diesel) travelled
very few kilometres between the company
headquarters and the airport but was regularly
overloaded, FRAIKIN advised the customer to
change to a 5 or a 7 t NGV. The TCO calculation
was more favourable for this solution and also
more environmentally friendly.

ASSIST OUR CUSTOMERS
WITH THE DESIGN OF
THEIR VEHICLE

Every vehicle rented by FRAIKIN is the
result of an accumulation of expertise,
applying solutions offered by constructors,

manufacturers, coach builders and equipment
manufacturers on the one hand and a dialogue
with customers and vehicle specifiers on the
other hand.
Over the years, FRAIKIN has developed
partnerships with all major companies in the
sector and works with them, from writing a
specification through to final delivery. The
technical design office and sales managers
provide their technical expertise and
knowledge of the market and its innovations,
to guide their customers in their choice, from a
wide range, covering many brands and
functions. They are supported by FRAIKIN Lab,
which provides a societal, regulatory and
technological watch over the medium and long
terms.

GUIDES FOR DECODING
REGULATORY CHANGES

To assist customers in dealing with
regulatory changes that are imposed on the
british road transport sector, FRAIKIN linked
up with the review ‘‘Commercial Vehicle
Engineer’’ to design a series of informative
guides on current topics. In 2017, three guides
were published in this ‘‘What you need to
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59%
27%

know’’ collection. Their subjects: ‘‘Sustainable
transport and clean air’’, ‘‘Vehicle safety’’ and
‘‘Legislation on operating licences and
conformity’’. They can be downloaded from
the web site fraikin.co.uk.

positive response
(score of 9 or 10)

ALLOW OUR CUSTOMERS
TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES

‘‘Accomplir’’ is the FRAIKIN programme
for measuring the hot recommendation
index. Following technical discussions with
a customer maintenance, repairs, making a
replacement vehicle available a
questionnaire is automatically sent out the
following day.
Customers are able to provide comments and
score their willingness to recommend
FRAIKIN between 1 and 10. Customers
giving between 0 and 6 are monitored
closely: they are systematically contacted by
someone from the branch concerned.
The recommendation rate is monitored by
the branch and employees are given
incentives to achieve results. This rate
improves from year to year. However, the
response rate remains low 10%.

neutral (score of 7 or 8)

> i.e. 86%

of customers satisfied

14%

dissatisfied
(score between 0 and 6)

Change in the rate
of satisfied customers
100
75

59%

50
25

47%

51%

0
2015

2016

2017
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PART 4 /
THE ENVIRONMENT

FRAIKIN’s
men and women are
made aware of the
eco-responsibility of
infrastructures, and practice
virtuous behaviour on
a daily basis.”

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017
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SITE MANAGEMENT

PART 4 / THE ENVIRONMENT

2.4i

Alleviating the environmental
impact caused by our activities

Dirty packaging

1.1i

Coolant fluids

2.3i

Aerosols

1.4i

WASTE
VOLUMES
COLLECTED

(in tonnes, for
France)

Paint, mastics, solvents

4i

In a company where significant and varying types of waste are generated (oil, used batteries, tyres,
coolants, etc.), every effort is made, adopting a mindset to conform and conserve resources.

Coolants*

52i

Oil filters

WASTE
COLLECTION
Depending on the waste family,
FRAIKIN has worked on referencing
approved waste collection companies.
All subsidiaries with workshops contract
out their waste management to specialist
companies. For France, the hazardous
waste and used oils are collected by Sevia
(see chart). Such operators supply
documents proving FRAIKIN’s compliance
with standards and directives. Hazardous
waste tracking sheets returned by
collection companies are retained for five
years by every branch.
People are made particularly aware with
regard to the collection of batteries. In
2017, 15% more batteries were recycled. A
campaign has been launched to further
improve the traceability of these products.
FRAIKIN has also organised the collection
of its non-hazardous waste (wood, metals,
composites, household waste).
To guard against risks in the workplace, an
inventory of chemicals used in workshops

was conducted (safety data sheets
updated) and a substitute found for
hazardous products.

COLLECTION
AND RECYCLING
OF TYRES

FRAIKIN’s purchasing and
maintenance policy favours the use
of pre-used re-tread tyres on HGVs.
The clear objective is to lengthen the
tyre’s service life, allowing a greater
distance to be travelled with the same
tyres, thus reducing new tyre
purchases.
This approach meets a double
environmental challenge: saving raw
materials and avoiding tyres being
fly-tipped. It also represents an
economic challenge: re-using carcasses
lowers the cost of replacement tyres.
Restored by manufacturers following
best practice rules, these tyres offer the
same performance as new ones.
On a Group scale, one tyre in two fitted
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Hydrocarbon sludges

229

Used batteries

219

Waste oil (lubricants)

436

to an HGV in 2017 was a re-tread
(¡2% up over 2016¡), which is demanding in
terms of operational and accounting
organisation. In France, used tyres
(heavy and light vehicles) are collected
by Aliapur.

Tyres collected by Aliapur

(in tonnes and change between 2017/2016, for France)

Total
Tonnage

,152
1tonnes

428

Volume of tyres collected
from branches (up 7%)

Number of collections
(up 7%)

947
*FRAIKIN extends
coolant replacement
dates in relation to
manufacturers’
recommendations
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BEST PRACTICES

PART 4 / THE ENVIRONMENT

Environmentally friendly actions limiting
the impact on the environment
Employees are made aware on a day-to-day basis of the eco-responsibility of infrastructures.
Some Group initiatives.

Controlled
washing stations
An integral part of the
maintenance activity,
washing bays have a
double environmental
impact: water consumption
(90% of FRAIKIN’s
consumption in France) and
the production of
hydrocarbon
sludge. Washing areas are
cleaned regularly by
approved contractors.

Modernisation
of washing
gantries
Replacing washing gantries
reduces water consumption
by almost half compared to a
gantry that is more than five
years old (420 litres
consumed per wash
compared to 800 litres) plus
electrical consumption of
(1.9 kWh per wash
compared to 3.8 kWh).

Solvent-free
degreasing
FRAIKIN branches
equipped with solvent-free,
detergent-based
degreasing fountains. This
tool is used exclusively for
degreasing spare parts.
SafetyKleen, the supplier,
rents and fully maintains
these fountains.
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Eco-responsible
washer fluid

Environmental
badge

Eco-responsibility
challenge

For some purchasing families,
FRAIKIN includes within its
specifications criteria that are
more restrictive than current
standards. Thus, the use of
methanol-free washer
fluid has been made a general
requirement for France,
whereas the standard allows
up to 2.5% of methanol in the
product’s composition.

50% of purchases of
chemicals, consumables and
offices supplies made by
FRAIKIN in Spain take specific
environmental criteria into
account. So, the selection
process favours recycled
products, 100% recyclable or
re-usable, or even products
not containing hazardous
substances, etc. Wherever
possible, the ECOLABEL is
given preference.

To promote awareness
among employees of the
eco-responsibility of
infrastructures (energy
consumption in workshops,
water consumption washing
stations, lighting, heating,
insulation, etc.), local
emulation is organised in
French workshops on
the initiative of the
infrastructures department,
branch managers or shop
foremen.
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COLD

PART 4 / THE ENVIRONMENT

23

Particular vigilance
for refrigerated vehicles

ATP approved branches

Compliance with the cold chain is a public health issue, and a climate issue related to the reduction
of HFC emissions: the management of refrigerated vehicles requires specific skills, mastered by
FRAIKIN and confirmed by the relevant authorities.
A SPECIFIC
FRAMEWORK FOR
THE TRANSPORT OF
PERISHABLE GOODS

The policy with regard to the
management of refrigerated vehicles is
another aspect of the FRAIKIN Group’s
environmental commitment. The
company complies with ATP regulations,
signed by 50 countries, on the refrigerated
transport of perishable goods.
Whatever their size, all controlled
temperature vehicles operated and
maintained by FRAIKIN have an ATP
certificate of technical conformity, issued by
Cemafroid, the expert organisation in food
and health products in the cold chain (in
France).Technical checks intended to meet
the ATPstandard are carried out in
23 approved FRAIKIN branches in France.
These control operations impose
atmosphere stability constraints.
To achieve this, FRAIKIN has made more
than one million euros of investment in
France since 2004 on insulation material
and the temperature management system

of its infrastructures. Every 36 months,
Cemafroid conducts an audit for the
purpose of validating ATP processes and
checking files dealt with. A formal internal
audit is conducted in the interim. Its quality
is verified by the expert body during a
specific interim audit at FRAIKIN head
office.

CONTROL
OF F-GASES

Controlled temperature vehicles made
available to customers are subject to
European F-Gas rules (F517/2014/EU),
applicable since 2014. This regulation is
aimed particularly at hydrofluorocarbons
(HFC or F-Gas), a powerful greenhouse gas.
The aim is to reduce this gases by 70% by
2030 (compared to 2015¡). Refrigeration
equipment containing a minimum of
5 toeCO2 of refrigerant fluids are submitted
for annual leak tightness checks. These
checks can only be carried out by
technicians with a Refrigerant Fluids ability
certificate. For France, 51 FRAIKIN
branches were approved by the supervisory
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organisations. Almost 150 technicians were
trained and obtained this certification.
To carry out these checks, FRAIKIN has
equipped itself with approved leak
detectors, which are themselves checked
annually.

RECOVERY AND
DESTRUCTION FOLLOW
BEST PRACTICE RULES

The refrigerant fluids used to fill
chiller units in the FRAIKIN fleet
no longer have any impact on the
ozone layer. On the other hand,
these substances still have a potential
greenhouse effect. Coolant fluids are
recovered and destroyed in accordance
with best practice rules, that ensure
full traceability. As part of a ‘‘Top
Quality’’ framework, the presence of
Industrial Waste Tracking Sheets and
more especially for tracking refrigerant
fluids is systematically checked: a
FRAIKIN voluntary approach to ensure
that procedures are followed.

51

Refrigerant Fluid
approved branches

Triple certification for
FRAIKIN in Spain
12 of 21 FRAIKIN Spanish branches have
an integrated management system,
audited and certified by SGS since 2014.
These certifications relate to:
quality: ISO 9001
the environment: ISO 14001
health and safety at work:
OHSAS 18001.
Spain is a certification pioneer within
the Group.

And quality certification
for FRAIKIN in the UK
In the United Kingdom, FRAIKIN has been
certified ISO 9001 since 2004, a procedure
verified by Lloyd’s Register Quality.
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APPENDIX /
CSR INDICATORS

These indicators enable
us to show, in a completely
transparent manner,
how FRAIKIN acts in
a socially and
environmentally
responsible way.”

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2017
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REPORTING / CSR INDICATORS

INDICATORS

(unit)

2017

2016

Social performance
Mean annual employee numbers
• Split by gender
men
women
• Split by category
management
supervision
employees
labourers
drivers
• Split by type of contract
Permanent contracts
Fixed-term contract
• Split by operations area
Île-de-France Nord
Western Region
South-east Region
Head office
Recruitments
on permanent contract
on fixed-term contract
numbers leaving
Part time
less than 20 hours
between 20 and 32 hours
Night working
Health and Safety at work
• Number of accidents with time off work
• Number of accidents with no time off work
• Number of extensions
• Number of commuting accidents
• Frequency
• Frequency
Training
• Number of hours delivered
• Number of of trainees

no.of employees

2,007

2,035

%
%

81
19

81
19

%
%
%
%
%

22
24
5
42
7

22
24
5
42
7

%
%

98.7
1.3

98
2

Employees
Employees
Employees
Employees

657
582
479
289

669
591
488
287

Employees
Employees
Employees

272
52
355

297
68
418

Employees
Employees
Employees

6
17
79

3
16
53

Number
Number
Number
Number
Rate
Rate

109
44
32
15
34.7
1.52

112
47
15
13
34.9
1.62

Hours
Employees

37,978
2,700
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20,224
1,579

INDICATORS
Representative bodies
• Personnel representatives
• Works council / Area works council
• Central works council
• Health and safety at work committee

(unit)

2017

2016

Number
Meetings
Meetings
Meetings

157
28
9
13

212
29
8
7

Tonnes
Tonnes

436
219

387
222

Environnemental performance
Waste collection (per family)
Waste oils (lubricant)
Used batteries
Sludge and liquids containing
hydrocarbons
Oil filters
Coolants
Paint, putty and solvents
Aerosols
Coolant fluids
Dirty packaging
Tyres
Number of collections

Tonnes

229

209

Tonnes
Tonnes
Tonne
Tonnes
Tonne
Tonnes
Number
Number

52
4
1.4
2.3
1.1
2,4
1,152
402

63
9,5
4
3
1.5
17
1,081
428

M3
MWh
MWh
M3
Millions of l

58,000
6,230
6,080
234
3

-

Ktep
Ktep
Ktep
Ktep

344.6
30.5
13.3
5.1

-

Fuel consumption
Water(1)
Electricity(2)
Gas(3)
Heating oil(4)
Fuel purchases (diesel)
Greenhouse gas emissions(5)
Linked to vehicle movements
Linked to electrical consumption
Linked to gas consumption
Linked to heating oil consumption
(1) Reporting from 92 sites
(2) Reporting from 11 branches
(3) Reporting from 42 sites
(4) Reporting from 18 sites
(5) According to the Ademe
index 2016

Methodology: FRAIKIN has published this report in accordance with the body of laws based on the law regarding
new economic regulations, the Grenelle 2 Law, and the Warsmann 4 Law. The social and environmental information
pursuant to article L. 225-102-1 paragraph 5 and article R. 225-105.1 and included in the management report only
apply to FRAIKIN France and do not concern the Group’s foreign subsidiaries. This information has been certified by
EY, which is the statutory auditor. FRAIKIN France does not have a corporate social responsibility department. The
various social, societal, and environmental topics associated with CSR are overseen by all relevant departments.
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O U R VA LU E S

Responsibility

Smart

www.fraikin.com

Expertise

Reliability
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